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THE NONLINEAR ERGODIC THEOREM FOR ASYMPTOTICALLY
NONEXPANSIVE MAPPINGS IN BANACH SPACES

KOK-KEONG TAN AND HONG-KUN XU

(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. I^et X be a uniformly convex Banach space with a Frechet differ-

entiable norm, C a bounded closed convex subset of X, and T: C —> C

an asymptotically nonexpansive mapping. It is shown that for each x in

C, the sequence {T"x} is weakly almost-convergent to a fixed point y of

T, i.e., (l/n)S/«o Tk+'x —» y weakly as n tends to infinity uniformly in

k = 0, 1,2, ... .

1. Introduction

Let C be a nonempty subset of a Banach space X. A mapping T: C —> C

is said to be asymptotically nonexpansive [5] if there exists a sequence {Ln} of

positive real numbers with lim sup,,^^ Ln < 1 such that

\\T"x-Tny\\<Ln\\x-y\\

for all x, y in C and n = 1, 2, ... . If C is assumed to be a bounded closed

convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach space, then every asymptotically

nonexpansive mapping T: C -» C has a fixed point in C (see [5]). An asymp-

totically nonexpansive mapping T is said to be nonexpansive if Ln — 1 for

all « > 1. The first nonlinear ergodic theorem was proved by Bâillon [ 1 ] in a

Hubert space: Let C be a bounded closed convex subset of a Hubert space H

and T: C —> C a nonexpansive mapping; then for each x in C, the Cesaro

means
n-\

S„(x) = (l/n)Y,Tix,        «=1,2,...
¡=o

converge weakly to a fixed point of T.   In this case, letting P(x) = w —

UmSn(x), we define a nonexpansive retraction from C onto the fixed point

set F(T) of T such that

oo

(a)    TP(x) = PT(x) = P(x)   and   (b)   Px e f]cö{T'x : i>n)
n=0
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for all x in C, where co~(A) denotes the closure of the convex hull of A.

Baillon's theorem was generalized to the Banach space setting by Reich [10],

Brück [3], and Hirano [6]. On the other hand, Baillon's theorem was shown

to be true by Hirano and Takahashi [7] for an asymptotically nonexpansive

mapping and by You and Xu [12] for a wider class of mappings (i.e., mappings

of asymptotically nonexpansive type [8]).

The objective of this paper is to prove the weak almost-convergence of the

sequence {Tnx} of an asymptotically nonexpansive mapping T in a uniformly

convex Banach space X that has a Frechet differentiable norm, thus extending

some previous results of Reich [10], Brück [3], Hirano [6], Hirano and Taka-

hashi [7], and You and Xu [12] to an asymptotically nonexpansive mapping or

to the Banach space setting.

2. Lemmas

Let C be a bounded closed convex subset of a Banach space X and T: C —>

C an asymptotically nonexpansive mapping. In the sequel, we shall always

assume without loss of any generality that L„ > 1 for all n > 1 and hence

lim^oo L„ = 1.

Lemma 2.1. For every x, y in C, the lim„_oo \\T"x-T"y\\ exists and \\Tmx-

Tmy\\ > lim«-,«, \\Tnx - Tny\\ for all m>0.

Proof. Since T is asymptotically nonexpansive, we have

\\Tn+mx - Tn+my\\ < Ln\\Tmx - Tmy\\

for all n, m > 0. It then follows that

limsup||:r"x- T"y\\ = limsup||r"+mx - Tn+my\\ < ||rmx-r>||
n—»oo n—»oo

for each integer m > 0 . This completes the proof.

Lemma 2.2 (Brück [4]). Suppose C is a bounded closed convex subset of a uni-

formly convex Banach space. Then there exists a strictly increasing continuous

convex function g: [0, oo) —> [0, oo) with g(0) = 0 such that

g T ( ̂ A,x, J -^2À,Txi
\i=i        /      (=i

<    max   (||x, - Xj\\ - \\Txi - Txj\
!</, j<n

for any nonexpansive T: C —> X, any xx, ... , xn in C and any Xx, ... , Xn>

0 such that Xx + ■ ■ ■ + kn = 1 .

Lemma 2.3. Let C be a bounded closed convex subset of a uniformly convex

Banach space X. Suppose {xk} is in C such that xk —> x weakly and

lim„(lim¿. \\xk - Tnxk\\) = 0. Then x = Tx .

Proof. For an arbitrary £ > 0 , choose «o such that

(2.1) Ïim\\xk-T"xk\\<e
k

for all n > no. Since xk —> x weakly, x e co{x¡ : i > k} for each k and hence

one can choose for each k , a yk - Y^7=\ ̂ixi+k with X¡■ > 0, ¿21LX ^¿ = 1 such
that

(2.2) \\x-yk\\<l/k.
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Now for an arbitrary but fixed n > no , by (2.1) we can find a ko such that

(2.3) \\xk - Tnxk || < e   for all k > ko.

It then follows from (2.3) and Lemma 2.2 that for k > ko ,

\Tnyk-yk\\<   T'lf^XiXi+k]     YjiT"xi+k   + "£^\\Tnxi+k -x1+k
i=\

+ £

T" [Y.kXi+k) -¿2¿.iT"xi+k
\i=i /      i=i

< Lng~x (max   (\\xl+k - xj+k\\ - L~x\\Tnxi+k - T»xj+k\\) )
\1<|, J<m J

< Lng'x (    max   (\\xi+k - xJ+k\\ - \\Tnxi+k - T"xj+k\\)
\l<i, j<m

+ (1 - L~l)d J +£,    where d = diam(C)

Since

11*1+* _ xj+k\\ < Wxi+k - T"xi+k\\ + \\Tnxi+k - TnxJ+k\\ + \\xj+k - TnXj+k\\

<\\Tnxl+k-Tnxj+k\\ + 2z

by (2.3), we obtain

\\T"yk - yk\\ < Lng~x((l - L~l)d + 2e) + e

for all k > ko and hence

hln\\T"yk -yk\\ < Lng-l(2s + (I - L~x)d) + e
k

for all « > «o • Therefore,

117** - x\\ < Km(\\Tnx - T"yk\\ + \\Tnyk-yk\\ + \\yk - x\\)
k

< )Irn~((l+Ln)\\yk-x\\ + \\T"yk-yk\\)
k

< Lng~x(2e + (1 - L~x)d) + £-+0   as«-»oo and £ -» 0.

This shows T"x -* x strongly and thus Tx = x by continuity of T. The

proof is complete.

The following is a partial extension of a result of Browder [2] to asymptoti-

cally nonexpansive mappings.

Corollary 2.1. Let C be a bounded closed convex subset of a uniformly convex

Banach space and T: C —> C an asymptotically nonexpansive mapping. Then

(I - T) is demiclosed at zero, i.e., for any sequence {xn} in C, the conditions

xn —> x weakly and (I - T)xn -» 0 strongly imply (I - T)x = x. (Here I

denotes the identity operator on X.)

Notation. F(T) is the set of fixed points of T, i.e., F (T) = {x e C : Tx = x}.

—► stands for strong convergence and -»  for weak convergence.

3. The nonlinear ergodic theorem

In this section we prove the nonlinear ergodic theorem for asymptotically

nonexpansive mappings in Banach spaces. The main result, Theorem 3.1 gen-

eralizes results of Reich [10], Brück [3], Hirano [6], Hirano and Takahashi [7],

and You and Xu [12] to asymptotically nonexpansive mappings or to the Banach

space setting.
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Proposition 3.1. Let C be a bounded closed convex subset of a uniformly convex

Banach space X and T: C —* C an asymptotically nonexpansive mapping.

Then for each x in C, each integer n > 1 and an arbitrary s > 0, there exist

an in and a ko depending only on n and e respectively such that

\\TkS„T'x - S„TkT'x\\ < (1 + e)g-\l/n + ¡¡M)

for all k > ko, i > i„, and n > 1, where

S„ = (l/n)(I+T + --- + T"-x),

g is the function given in Lemma 2.2, and M - sup{\\T" x - Tm x\\ :n,m> 0}.

Proof. By Lemma 2.2, we have

g(L^TkSnTix-SnTkTix\\)

<      max     (\\Ti+Jx - T'+mx\\ - L7x\\Tk+i+JX - 7*+/+mx||)
0<j, m<n-l K

<    max    (||r'+-'*-r+m*||-||r*+,'+-''*-r*+,'+m*||) + (i-Lr1)Af.
0<j, m<n-\

Now for a fixed integer n > 1 and an arbitrary £ > 0, one can choose an i„

and a ko depending only on n and e respectively such that

(3.1) \\Ti+Jx - Ti+mx\\ < rjm + l/n

for all i > in and j, m = 0, 1,...,«-1, where r¡m = lim || T'+Jx - T'+mx\\,
1—>oo

and

(3.2) Lk<l+e

for all k > ko. It then follows from (3.1), (3.2), and Lemma 2.1 that for k > ko
and / > i„

\\TkSnTix-S„TkT'x\\

<Lkg'x(     max     (||r+^-r+mx||-om) + (£/(l+£))M)
0<j',  m<n—\

< (l+e)g~x(l/n + eM).

This completes the proof.

We also need the following special case of [Theorem 3.1, 11].

Proposition 3.2. Let X be a uniformly convex Banach space having a Frechet

differentiable norm, C a bounded closed convex subset of X, and T: C —» C
an asymptotically nonexpansive mapping. Then for each x in C, the set

f|cö{rx:/>n}ni;-(r)
n=0

consists of at most one point.

Following Lorentz [9], we say that a sequence   {x„}   is weakly almost-

convergent to x if

1 ""'
- V] xl+k -* x    uniformly in k = 0, 1, ... .

1=0
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Theorem 3.1. Let X be a uniformly convex Banach space having a Frechet dif-

ferentiable norm, C a bounded closed convex subset of X, and T: C —> C an
asymptotically nonexpansive mapping. Then for each x in C, {Tnx} is weakly

almost-convergent to the unique point of the set (XtLo^iT'x : '' — n) ^F(T).

Proof. First note that F(T) is nonempty by Goebel and Kirk [5]. By Proposi-

tion 3.1, we have

(3.3) \\TkSnTi"x-SnTkr»x\\ < (1 +e)g~x(l/n + eM)

for all k > ko and n > 1 . Noticing

\\SnTkT"x - SnT'»x\\ < kM/n ,

we obtain from (3.3) that

||r/:5,nr"x-5'„r"x|| < (l + z)g~x(l/n + eM) + kM/n

for all « > 1 and k > ko . Therefore, we get

(3.4) ïïm(ÏÏm||r*.SBr'"*-S„r'''*||) = 0.
k       n

This, together with Lemma 2.3 and Proposition 3.2, implies
oo

SnV'x - y = C] cö{rx : / > «} n F(T).
n=0

By the same way as above, one can easily show that

\\TkS„T,"+p"+,x - SnT^+P^xW < (l+e)g-x(l/n + eM) + kM/n

for all integers n , pn , i > 1 and k > ko . Together again with Lemma 2.3 and

Proposition 3.2, we have for each i > 0,

(3.5) S„ V^np+ix — y   uniformly in p = 0, 1, 2, ... .

Now for n and m > i„ , since

.   m— 1

SmTlx = — Y TkVx

k=0

= — (    Y^   Tk+lx + n I^2snT'"+nk+'x ) + ¿ Tk+ix ) ,

\k=i„+jn \k=0 /       k=0 J

where m = jn+in+r, r < n , we deduce from (3.5) that SmT'x -* y uniformly

in i -0, 1, 2, ... . This completes the proof.

Remark. Let us denote by Px the limit of {Sn(x)} in Theorem 3.1. Then it

can be easily seen that P is the unique nonexpansive retraction from C onto

F(T) satisfying the properties (a) and (b) in the introduction.

Recall that T is said to be weakly asymptotically regular at x e C if T"x —

T"+Xx —» 0. The following theorem was proved by Reich [10] and Brück [3]
for nonexpansive mappings.

Theorem 3.2. Let X, C, and T be as given in Theorem 3.1. Then {^"x}

converges weakly to a fixed point of T if and only if T is weakly asymptotically

regular at x.

Proof. Necessity is trivial and sufficiency follows from Theorem 3.1 and the

fact that x„ - xn+x — 0 is a Tauberian condition for weak almost-convergence

of {xn} (cf. Lorentz [9]).
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